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INTRODUCTION 
The theory of linear algebraic monoids has been developed in the last 
few years by L. Renner and the author [21-361 as a generalization of the 
theory of linear algebraic groups [16,40]. In applications of the theory of 
linear algebraic groups, one is naturally led to consider groups with BN- 
pairs (or Tits systems) 12, 4, 9, 42,431. This class of groups includes in 
particular the groups of Lie type, so that the abstract properties of Tits 
systems are useful in studying the conjugacy classes and representations of 
groups of Lie type (see [4,9]). Our interest is in monoids. So let M be a 
monoid such that the group of units G has a BN-pair. In general G has 
very little to do with the rest of M. In fact, for a given G, M\G could be an 
arbitrary semigroup. So we introduce three axioms which intimately con- 
nect the idempotent structure of M with the structure of G. We then say 
that M is a monoid on G. The prime example is a connected regular linear 
algebraic monoid with zero. But there are other natural examples. For 
instance, Renner [37] is developing a theory of “monoids of Lie type” 
along the lines of Steinberg [41] for groups. Another example arises from 
the work of Smith [39] and Cabanes [3]. From their work, one can 
associate with certain irreducible modular representations, 4 : G + GL( V), 
a set of idempotents Es End(V). Then the monoid M generated by 4(G) 
and E is a monoid on 4(G) in the examples we have worked out, and very 
likely in general. 
In the situation of linear algebraic monoids, there is a natural type map 
from the finite lattice % of conjugacy classes of idempotents (g the lattice 
of f-classes) into the power set of the Dynkin diagram of G. The idea of 
the type map is due to Lex Renner and is exploited by Renner and the 
author [31] to show in particular that the system of idempotents can be 
constructed from the type map. In the present situation of monoids on G, 
there is again a type map I which characterizes the system of idempotents. 
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The main thrust of this paper is the determination of the type maps E. 
coming from monoids on G. We show that an abstract type map i on a 
partially ordered set % comes from a monoid on G if and only if it is 
“transitive”, i.e. for all J,, J,, J, E 4!? with J, 2 J, > J,, every connected 
component of A(J,) is contained in either A(JI) or A(J,). The construction 
of the universal monoid M(A) from an abstract transitive type map 1 is 
quite novel. First the potential system of idempotents (i.e., a biordered set 
in the sense of Nambooripad [ 183) is constructed from /z and the Tits 
building of G. The difficulty is in showing that E(1) actually satisfies the 
complicated axioms of Nambooripad [18] for a biordered set. The 
universal monoid M(d) of type ;1 is then constructed using the results of 
Easdown [S]. In [24] the author showed how to synthetically construct a 
locally inverse semigroup from the Tits building of G, having as the idem- 
potent set, the set of all pairs of opposite parabolic subgroups of G. This 
paper is thus a completion of that project, in that we determine all possible 
systems of idempotents that can be naturally constructed from a Tits 
building. We also associate with an abstract type map 1 and the Weyl 
group W of G, an ordered set %‘“(A) and show that A is the type map of a 
regular monoid on G (i.e., E(1) is a regular biordered set) if an only if 
w(n) is a lower semilattice. 
In Sections 3 and 4, we restrict ourselves to what we call regular, split 
monoids on G. These include all the natural examples. We classify the split, 
regular monoids on G of a given type in terms of normal subgroups of Levi 
factors of certain parabolic subgroups of G. Many of the results for linear 
algebraic monoids remain valid for regular split monoids on G. In par- 
ticular, in Section 4 we obtain a generalized Renner decomposition for M. 
Renner [36] generalized the Bruhat decomposition for algebraic groups 
(G = BWB) to algebraic monoids by replacing the Weyl group W by a cer- 
tain finite fundamental inverse monoid. We obtain a similar decomposition 
for a regular split monoid M on G, except that the inverse monoid need no 
longer be fundamental. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper, Z + will denote the set of all positive integers. 
A transitive, reflexive binary relation on a set is called a quasi-order. 
A linearly ordered subset of a partially odered set is called a chain. Let S be 
a semigroup. If Xs S, we let E(X) = (e E XI e2 = e} and (X) be the sub- 
semigroup generated by X. If e, f E E = E(S), then f < e if ef = fe = f: Then 
(E, <) is a partially ordered set. The Green’s relations 9, 9, f; X are 
defined as follows: a%‘b if as’= bS’, a 2’b if S’a= S’b, a/b if 
S’aS’ = S’bS’, Z = 9 n J.Z. We refer to [S, 151 for details. S is called 
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regular if a E aSa for all a E S. S is called an inverse semigroup if for all a E S, 
there exists a unique ti E S such that aiia = a, iiati = z. A regular semigroup 
S is fundamental if it has no nontrivial idempotent separating congruences. 
Equivalently, for all GEE, C,(E(eSe)) = {e}, where H is the group of 
units of eSe (see [ 13, 151). Every regular semigroup S has a largest idem- 
potent separating congruence (fundamental congruence) p such that S/p is 
fundamental. Let M be a monoid with group of units G. Then M is unit 
regular if M = E(M) G. If M is regular, we will say that A4 is almost 
fundamental if M\G is fundamental. If Q 5 E(M), then we let 
c&(G)= (aEGIue=eaeforalleE~2) 
CL(G)= {uEGIea=eueforalleE52}. 
We now fix a group G with a BN-pair. Thus there exist subgroups B,, N 
of G which generate G such that T = B,, n N 4 N and the Weyl group 
W= N/T (which we assume to be finite) has a generating set Z of order 
two elements uch that 
(Tl) aB,8 c B,oB,, u B,oOBO forall crE W, BEL 
(T2) B&,8 # B, for all 8 E L. 
Then W is a Coxeter group; i.e., the orders of 00’ (($8’ E f) determine a 
presentation of W. The possibilities for these orders are 1,2, 3,4,6, 8. 
Define 0 - 8’ if the order is 3, 8 = 0’ if its is 4, and 6 = 0’ if the 
order is 6. Thus Z has a graph structure and is called the Coxeter graph of 
W after Coxeter [6]. These graphs are closely related ty Dynkin diagrams. 
We refer to [2,43] for details. The conjugates of BO are called Bore1 sub- 
groups. A subgroup P of G containing a Bore1 subgroup is called parabolic. 
If ZE Z, then let W, denote the subgroup of W generated by Z, P, the 
parabolic subgroup B, W,B,. Any parabolic subgroup P of G is its own 
normalizer and is conjugate to a unique P,. We call Z the type of P and 
write type (P) = I. Let S denote the set of all parabolic subgroups of G. 
Then B has a rich combinatorial structure and satisfies the axioms of a Tits 
building [2,42,43]. In particular, one has the concept of opposite parabolic 
subgroups, for the definition of which we refer to [ 1,431. We write P 1 P- 
to mean that P, P- are opposite. Then x -‘P-x (XE P) is the set of all the 
opposites of P. The type of P- is called the opposite type of P. Note that G 
is its own opposite. The simple example to keep in mind is the group of all 
invertible n x n matrices over a field, in which case the Bore1 subgroup of 
all upper triangular matrices is opposite to the Bore1 subgroup of all lower 
triangular matrices. Two parabolic subgroups P, Q are incident (P N Q) if 
P n Q is parabolic. 
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Let P, P- be opposite parabolic subgroups of G, Pn Pm = L. We will 
assume that the BN-pair of G is split [4]. Thus there exists a unique nor- 
mal subgroup U of P such that P= LU and L n U = { 1 }. U is called the 
unipotent radical of P and denoted by R,(P). L is called a Levi factor of P. 
If B is any Bore1 subgroup of G, then 
ProjAB) = (Bn PI R,(P) 
is a Bore1 subgroup of G contained in P and called the projection of B on P. 
We refer to [43] for details. Let 
z:,= (0 -‘P,a]crE W) 
Then every element of ZO has a unique opposite in C,. In particular we let 
P; denote the opposite of P, in Z,. If B; is the opposite of B, in CO, then 
P; = B, W,B, and B, n B; = T. We further let L,= P,n P;, 
U, = R,(P,), UT = R,(P; ). The map, op: C, + C,, which sends each 
element o its opposite, is an order 2 automorphism of (Z,, c). Let 
d={x -‘C,xlx~G}. 
If P,, P, E 9, then there exists Z E d such that P,, P, E Z. If .Z” E d with 
P,, P,E~‘, then there exists XE P, A Pz such that xP’Ex= C’. Also, for 
any .Z E d, P E C, we have that Q E C for any Q E 9’ with P G Q. We refer 
to [Z, 42, 433 for details. 
We define a monoid on G to be a monoid M having G as the group of 
units and satisfying the following three axioms on the idempotent set 
E=E(M) ofM: 
(1) If e, f E E with e >f, then C,(e, f) and Ch(e, f) are opposite 
parabolic subgroups of G. 
(2) If e,fEE with eafor e9’A then x-‘ex=ffor some XEG. 
(3) M= (E, G>. 
For e, f EE, define e-fif x-‘ex=ffor some XEG. Let 
%=%(M)=E/-. 
For e, f~ E, define [e] 2 [f] if e >f, for some fi E [f]. Then @ is a par- 
tially ordered set. To see this, suppose [e] > [f] > [e]. Then for some 
f, E [f], x E G, e af, a-x-‘ex. Then the parabolic subgroup C;,(e, x-‘ex) 
is contained in C&(e) n x-‘Cb(e)x. It follows that CG(e) = xP ‘C;,(e)x. 
Since Cb(e) is its own normalizer, x E G;;(e). Similarly x E G&(e). Hence 
XE C,(e) and e=f,. So [e] = [j]. 
Now consider the type map ;1= I(M): 4Y -+ 2r, given by 
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A( [e]) = type(Cc(e)). So A( 1) = F. We call J the type of M. This is the 
same as the concept of a type map, due to Lex Renner, in the theory of 
linear algebraic monoids where it was used by L. Renner and the author 
[31] to construct the system of idempotents. 
Remark 1.1. Let M be a monoid on G. Then 
(i) If I# M is an ideal of IV, then M/I is a monoid on G. More 
generally, if Q is a congruence on M which is the equality on G, then M/a is 
a monoid on G. 
(ii) If E’ s E, then M’ = (E’, G) is a monoid on G. 
EXAMPLE 1.2. If F is a field, n E Z +, then Jkl(F) is a monoid on 
GL(n, F) and % is a linear chain. 
EXAMPLE 1.3. By [21, 221, any connected regular linear algebraic 
monoid with zero is a monoid over its group of units. 
EXAMPLE 1.4. Let F be a field, n E Z +. Let 
M={AOBIA,B~~~(F),A’B=BAf=crlforsomea~F} 
Then M is a monoid on its group of units. 
EXAMPLE 1.5 (Symplectic monoid). Let F be a field, char Ff 2. Let 
mEZ+, n = 2m. Let PO denote the m x m matrix 
[l .q P=[-“p, y. 
Let 
Let G denote the group of units of M. Then G = F*G, where Go is the sym- 
plectic group and M’ = (G, E(M) ) is a monoid on G. 
EXAMPLE 1.6. Renner [37] is studying the fixed point sets M,, of 
certain endomorphisms of linear algebraic monoids, along the lines of 
Steinberg [41] for groups. These monoids M0 (monoids of Lie type) are 
monoids on their groups of units. 
481/120/l-10 
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EXAMPLE 1.7. Let F be an algebraically closed field and 
4: G + GL(n, F) an irreducible representation. Let 
E(d) = {e = e2 E 4$,(F) 1 C,(e), C’,(e) are opposite 
parabolic subgroups of G}. 
Let M(d) = (d(G), E(4)). Then the conjecture is 
Conjecture 1.8. M(b) is a monoid on d(G) and has E(4) as its idem- 
potent set. 
EXAMPLE 1.9. This example arises from the work of Smith [39] and 
Cabanes [3]. Suppose G is a group of Lie type in characteristic p, F an 
algebraically closed field of characteristic p, V a finite dimensional vector 
space over F, 4: G -+ GL( V) an irreducible representation. Then for any 
pair of opposite parabolic subgroups P, Pp of G, it is shown in [3] that 
V=V”O(l-V)V, 
where U=R,(P), U- = R,(P-), and Vu= {DE Vl&a)u=u for all UE V}. 
Let E’(d) denote the set of all idempotent linear transformations given by 
the above decompositions of V(P, P- varying). Let M’(4) = 
(E’(d), 4(G)). 
Conjecture 1.10. M’(d) is a monoid on d(G) and has E’(d) as its idem- 
potent set. 
EXAMPLE 1.11. Let B be a Bore1 subgroup of G. Let E, denote the set 
of all conjugates of B. If A E E,, ge G, then let g .A = gAg-’ E&,. If 
A, A’ E E,, then let AA’ = A. Let M= G u E,. Then M is a monoid with 
group of units G and E = E(M) = E, u ( 1 }. Then M satisfies all the axioms 
for a monoid on G except that for e E E, e # 1, the parabolic subgroups 
CL(e) and C’,(e) are not opposite. Thus M is not a monoid on G. 
2. THE SYSTEM OF IDEMPOTENTS 
In this section we construct monoids on G from abstract type maps. We 
do this by first constructing the system of idempotents of the monoid, but 
we run into a problem. What structure does the idempotent set of a 
semigroup have? After all, the product of two idempotents need not be an 
idempotent. The correct approach is that of Nambooripad [17, 181. We 
now briefly outline this approach. Let S be a semigroup with idempotent 
set E = E(S). Then E admits two quasi-orders < r and < I defined as f <, e 
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if ef=f; f<,e if fe=J Then &?= <,n(<,)-', Y= <,n(Gl)-', 
< = <,n <,. Iff<,e, then we also havefeEE; iff<[e, then we also 
have ef E E. Further, the following properties are valid for any e, f, g E E: 
(Nl) f<,eimpliesf9fe<e. 
(Nl)’ f d,e implies f Pef de. 
(N2) g<,f<,eimpliesgf=(ge)f: 
(N2)’ g<,f<,e implies fg=f(eg). 
(N3) g<,f, g<,e,f Gre imply that ge<,fe and (fe)(ge)=(fg)e. 
(N3)' g<,f, g<,e, f b,e imply that egGref and (eg)(ef)=e(gf). 
(N4) g<, e, f <,e, ge6[ fe imply that there exists g, E E with 
gl G, e, gl G/f, gle = ge. 
(N4)’ g<,e, f 6,e, eg<, ef imply that there exists g, E E with 
gl 65 gl <,A eg, =eg. 
Now let E be any set with two quasi-orders <,, <, defined on it. For 
any e, f o E with f <, e, set ef= f and suppose that there is an element 
fe E E. If f <, e, set fe = f and suppose that there is an element ef E E. 
Assume that this partial binary operation is well defined and that the eight 
axioms (N) are satisfied. Then E is said to be a biordered set. In particular, 
if S is a semigroup, then E(S) has the structure of a biordered set. Let E be 
a biordered set. If e,feE, let fEe={hEE(h<.f,h<,e}. If h,,h,EfEe, 
define 
h,+h if eh, <, eh, and h,f6M 
Note that < is transitive and < c <. The sandwich set, sand(e, f) is 
defined as 
sand(e,f)={hEfEejg<hforallgEfEe}. 
A biordered set E is said to be regular if sand(e, f) # @ for all e, f E E. The 
main result of [ 131 is the following : 
THEOREM 2.1 (Nambooripad). Zf E is a regular biordered set, then there 
exists a fundamental regular semigroup NE with idempotent set E. Conver- 
sely tf S is any regular semigroup, then E = E(S) is a regular biordered set 
and there is a unique homomorphism 4 : S + k”c extending the identity map 
t:E+E. 
The semigroup Jr/-, is explicitly constructed in terms of partial 
automorphisms of E. If E has an identity element, then ME is a monoid and 
Aut(E) is the group of units of Jr/-,. If E is finite, then NE is also finite. 
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Theorem 2.1 provides an alternate approach to the fundamental represen- 
tation of regular semigroups obtained by Hall [ 131 and Grillet [ 11, 121. 
Pastijn [20] further studied biordered sets, introducing some key 
concepts. However, an important problem remained: Is every biordered set 
E the biordered set of some semigroup? Let F denote the free semigroup on 
E. Let S denote the semigroup obtained from F by factoring out the 
relations ef = h where e, f, h E E are such that ef = h in the biordered set E. 
The difficult problem was then to show that E(S) = E, i.e., that no new 
idempotents are created. This was accomplished by Easdown [S]. 
THEOREM 2.2 (Easdown). If E is a biordered set, then E = E(S) for some 
semigroup S. 
Suppose E is finite. Unlike in the case of a regular biordered set, it may 
be that there is no finite semigroup S with E = E(S). This is evidenced by 
the example E = {e, f} with no relations. Necessary and sufficient con- 
ditions for E to be the idempotent set of a finite semigroup were obtained 
by Easdown [7]. For us the situation is much simpler-this happens if and 
only if E is regular (see Corollary 2.11). 
We now begin studying abstract type maps. Let (%‘, <) be any partially 
ordered set and A: @ + 2r a map. If JE %‘, we write, W,, P,, U,, P;, Uy, 
LJ for WA(J), pj.(J), U,tcJl, Pi&, u,;,,, Lj.(J), respectively. Let 
W-(A)= {(J, aW,)lJ~42, OE W}. 
Define (J1,aWJ,)<(Jz,8W,,) if 
J,<Jz and dv,,new,,+121. 
Let 
a,,=&,,(A)= {(J, P)/JE%‘, PEZ~, A(J)=type(P)}. 
Define (J,, P,) 6 (J,, P2) if 
J,<J2 and P, -P, (i.e., P, n P, is parabolic). 
We define 1 to be transitive if for all J,, J2, J3 E 9 with J, < J2 < J3, we 
have that for every connected component X of l(J,), 
XG A(J,) or Xc A(J,). (1) 
Equivalently, 
w,, 52 WJ, w,, . (2) 
This is easily argued as follows. First assume that (1) is true. Then for 
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every connected component X of A( J2), W, c W,, or W, E W,,. Since W,, 
is the direct product of these W,‘s, we see that WJ, c W,, W,,. Conversely, 
assume that WJ, c W,, W,,. Let X be a connected component of J,. Then 
Wxc W,, W,,. So XEA(J,)UA(J,). Let X,=Xnl(J,), X,=XnA(J,). 
Then by Matsumoto’s exchange condition [ 14, Theorem 3.73, W,= 
W,, W,. Since X is connected, we see that X = X, or X = X,. So X E A( J1) 
or Xz l(J,). 
EXAMPLE 2.3. Suppose G acts on a set X. Let % be a family of subsets 
of X such that B,Jz J for all JE %. Suppose further that for all 
J,,J,,J,~~withJ,cJ,~J~,a~GwithaJ~~J,,thereexistb,c~Gwith 
bJ, E J,, cJ, c J3, such that a = bc. If JE @, let A(J) denote the type of 
P(J) = {x E G I XJ c J}. Then by the above discussion, A is transitive. If also 
XE a!, then we will see later (Theorem 2.13) that there exists a monoid A4 
on G with 5?(M) z %!. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. (Ed, < ) z (%‘-(A.), < ) and < is anti-symmetric on 
these sets. Moreover, 6 is transitive if and only if Iz is transitive, 
Proof That < is anti-symmetric on s,,(A) and w(A) is obvious. Let J, 
J’ E@!, cr, 0~ W. Suppose (J, aP,opl) < (J’, 8PJ8-‘) in e,,(A). Then J< J’ 
and aPJael, tlP,,O-’ are incident. So there exists KE W such that 
?TB,?I -I G aP,a-’ n ep,.e-1. 
Since nBox-’ c ~CP~YC ‘, we see that aP,n-’ = xPJxpl. So a-lrr E W, and 
rrEaW,. Similarly xEOWJf. So oW,nOW,,#% and (J,aW,)G(J’, t3W,,) 
in w(A). Since each step is reversible, we see that (so(I), < ) E (%‘-(A.), < ). 
Now assume that Iz is transitive and let 
in w(A). Then J, Q J, < J, and 
so 
a; ‘a2 E W,, WJ,, a; Ia3 E W,, W,,. 
Since A is transitive, W,, E W,, W,,. Hence 
aF’a3E WJ, WJ2WJ,= WJ, W,,. 
So a, W,,, n a3 W,,, # @ and (J, , a, W,,) < (J,, a3 W,,). So < is transitive 
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on w(A). Conversely, suppose < is transitive on w(A). Let J,, J,, J3 E $ 
such that J, 6 Jz <J,. Let o E W,,. Then 
(51, W,,)G (JD W.,,) d (53, a&,). 
So (J, , W,, ) < (J,, a W,,). Hence W,, n a W,, # @ and a E W,, W,,. So 
W,, c W,, W,, and A is transitive. 
Remark 2.5. Let I: +Y -+ 2r be transitive. Then 
(i) Let @‘Op be the partially ordered set obtained by reversing the 
order <. Then Lop = A : +Yp + 2r is also transitive. 
(ii) If Y E %, then Al+. is also transitive. 
(iii) If Y is a partially ordered set, and if 8: Y -+ % is order preser- 
ving, then A 0 8 is transitive. 
We now associate with A a potential biordered set. Let 
E(A)= {(J, P, P-)[JE@!, P, P-~9, PI P-,A(J)=type(P)}. 
Letf=(J,P,P-),e=(J’,Q,Q~)EE(I1).Wedefinef~,eifJ~J’andPis 
incident to Q. We define f <, e if J< J’ and P- is incident to Q-. First 
suppose that f <, e. Let B be a Bore1 subgroup of G such that B c P n Q. 
Let B- be an opposite of B contained in Pp. Let P’ E 9 be such that 
B’=projem projo( P’, type(P’) = type(P-). 
Then we define 
ef=f and fe = (J, P, P’). (3) 
We need to show that fe is well defined, i.e., independent of the particular 
choice of B and B-. We also need to show that P I P-, so that fe E E(1). 
Both these assertions follow from the following: 
LEMMA 2.6. The parabolic subgroup P’ is characterized by 
(i) P’-Q-. 
(ii) I~REB with R-Q, then RI P- ifand only ifR .L P’. 
Proof. Now proja(B-)cQ and Q I Q-. So by Tits [43, 
Theorem 3.281, 
projo = projo( (4) 
Let 
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Then PO is also a Tits building [43, Proposition 3.121. Let B, be a Bore1 
subgroup of G with B, E Q. Then by [43, Proposition 3.291 we have 
B, I B- o projo 1 B,in PO 
B, I B’oprojaB’ 1 B,it~~~,. 
(5) 
By (4) and (5), we see that for any Bore1 subgroup B, of G contained in Q, 
B- I B,oB’I B,. (6) 
Now let R E B such that R - Q and R I Pp. Then P, R are of the same 
type. Since B I B- and B E Q, we see that B- z Q 1 for some opposite Q, 
of Q. Since R - Q, there exists CE & such that R, Q, B- EC. Since 
B-EP-nQ,, we see that P-, Q,GZ. Since op:X+C is an 
automorphism, we see that B, E R n Q, where B, is the opposite of B- in 
C. By (6), B’ I B,. Since P’ and R are of opposite type and since B’ z P’, 
B, E R, we see that R I P’. 
Next let R E B such that R m Q and R I P’. Then P, R have the same 
type. Since R - Q, there exists CE d such that R, Q, B’ E C. Since 
B’cP’nQ-, we see that P’, Q-EZ. Since op:Z+Z is an 
automorphism, we see that B, c Q n R, where B, is the opposite of B’ in C. 
By (6), B, I B-. Since P- and R are of opposite type and since B- G P-, 
B, c R, we see that P- I R. Thus P’ satisfies (i) and (ii). 
Finally let P” E S satisfy (i) and (ii). There exist Bore1 subgroups B,, B, 
of G with BIsP”nQ-, B,sP’nQ-. Let B,=proje(Bz)EQ. By [43, 
Theorem 3.281, proj,-(B,) = B,. There exists C E d with B,, B, EC. Then 
P”, Q-, Q E C. So B, = proje-(B,) ~2. Hence P’ EC. Let R denote the 
opposite of P’ in C. Since P’ - Q- and since op: Z + C is an 
automorphism, we see that R - Q. Since P’ I R, we have P- I R and 
hence P” I R. Since P’, P”, R E 2, we have P’ = P”. This completes the 
proof of the lemma. 
Thusfe is well defined in (3). Iff= (J, P, P-), e = (J’, Q, Q-) E E(1) and 
f<, e, then J<J’ and P- w Q-. We define 
fe=f and ef = (J, PI, P-1, (7) 
where P, E B is such that (i) P, - Q and (ii) for all R E B with RN Q-, we 
have that R 1 P is and only if R I P,. 
We are now ready to prove the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 2.7. E(1) is a biordered set if and only if 1 is transitive. 
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Proof Let s= <,n(<,))i, Y= <,n(d,))‘, < = B,.n 6,. For 
CE~. let 
E,= {(J, P, P-.)EEIP, P- EZ} (8) 
aZ.= {(J, P)(JE%, PE.Z, n(J)= type(P)). (9) 
Inszdeline(J,,P,)<(J,,P,)ifJ,<J,andP,-P,.Then <,=<[=G 
on E, and 
(E,, ,<)E(E z, <)E(Eg, G). (10) 
Suppose first that E(A) is a biordered set. Then <<, is transitive and hence 
by (lo), d is transitive on sO. So by Proposition 2.4, 1 is transitive. 
Assume conversely that ;1 is transitive. Then by Proposition 2.4 and (lo), 
sZ. is a partially ordered set for all C E d. If JE 9, let A’(J) denote the type 
opposite to A(J). Then the map 
(J,P,P-)+(J,P-,P) 
is an isomorphism between E(A) and E(n’). Thus E(A) has a right-left 
duality. Let E = E(A) and let ei = (Ji, Pi, P;) E E, i = 1,2, 3, such that 
e,6,e,Gre,. Then J,6J2<J3 and PI-P,-P3. So P,, P,, P,EC for 
some CE~. Then (J,, P,)d (J2, P2)6 (J3, P3) in ct. So (J,, P,) G 
(J,, P3) and P, -P,. Hence e, 6, e3. So <r is transitive. By duality, <I is 
also transitive. Thus < ~ and < , are quasi-orders on E. By the definitions 
(3) and (7), it is clear that (Nl) and (Nl)’ hold. 
We now prove axiom (N2). So let g=(J,, P,, P;), f= (Jz, P,, P;), 
e=(J,,P,,P;)EEsuchthatg~,f~,e.Theng~,e.SoJ,dJ,dJ,and 
P, , P,, P, are pairwise incident. Let 
ge=(Jly PI, Qlh (ge)f= (J1, Ply Qd 
We are to show that (ge)f = gf: Let RELY such that R-P, and R l. P;. 
Then R, P, are of the same type. So (J1, R, PC) E E, (J,, R, P;) <, f 6, e. 
Since Q r is transitive, R - P,. By the definition of ge, R l. Q, . So by the 
definition of (ge)f, R I Q,. Assume conversely that R ~9 is such that 
R - P, and R I Q2. Then R, P, are of the same type. So (J1, R, Q,) E E 
and (J1, R, Q,) <, f <, e. Since < r is transitive, R - P,. Since R - P2, we 
see by the definition of (ge) f that R I Q,. Since R - P,, we see by the 
definition of ge that R I P;. So for all R E c?? with R - P2, we have that 
R I P; if and only if R I Q,. So by definition, gf = (J, , P, , Q,) = (ge)f: 
This proves (N2). By duality, (N2)’ also holds. 
Letf=(J,,P,,P,),e=(J,,P,,P;)EEsuchthatfd,e.Then J,<J, 
and P, - P2. So there exists .EE & such that P,, P,, P; EL. Let Pi denote 
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the opposite of P2 in C. Then P; -P;.Soe’=(J,,P,,P;)~Eandf<e’. 
Thus 
f 6, e implies that f< e’ 9 e for some e’ E E. (11) 
We now establish (N3). So let e, x g E E such that g <,J; g <, e, f <, e. 
Let g=(J,,P,,P;),f=(J,,P,,P;), e=(J,,P,,P;). Then J,GJ2<J3 
and PI-P,, P,-P, and P; -P;. By (ll), there exists 
e’=(J,,P,,P;)EEsuchthatf<e’9e.Theng<,f<ef.Since </istrans- 
itive, we see that PC, P;, and Pi are pairwise incident. By [43, 
Lemma 3.161, PC n P; n Pi E 8. So there exists a Bore1 subgroup 
B c P; n P; n Pi. There exist C,, C, E d such that B, P,, P, E Z‘, and B, 
P,, P, E 2,. Let Bi denote the opposite of B in Ci, i = 1,2. Then 
B, E P, n P, and B2 G P2 n P,. Let B’ = projp, proj.;(B) and let 
ge=(J,,P,,Q,) 
fe = (J2, P2, Qd. 
By Lemma 2.6, B’ G Qr n Q2. Thus 
ge<,fe. (12) 
Nowletfg=(J,,X,P,).ThenXIP;andX-P,.NowBEP;.Sothere 
exists an opposite B, of B contained in X. Now fg < f <, e. Since GI is 
transitive, X- P,. Since X I P;, we see by the definition of ge that 
X I Q1 . Now B, I B and proj p1 proj.;( B) = B’ z Q, . So by the definition 
of (fg)e, 
We need to show that (fe)( ge) = (fg)e. So let R E 9 such that R - Q2. We 
need to show that R I X if and only if R I P,. First let R I X. Let 
h = (J,, X, R) E E. Then h d fe <, e’. So h <, e’. By (12) applied to h, fe, e’, 
he’ <1 (fe) e’. Now f < e’ 9 e. So by (N2), (fe) e’ = fe’ =j Thus he’ G/f: 
Let he’= (J,, X, R,). Then XI R, and R, -PT. So by the definition offg, 
R, I P,. Since P, - P,, we see by the definition of he’ that R I PI. 
Assume conversely that R E 8, R - Q,, R I P,. Let h = (J1, P,, R) E E. 
Then h b,fe, h <, e’, fe <, e’. So by (12) applied to h, fe, e’, he’ gr (fe) e’. 
By (N2), (fe)e’=f: So he’<,f: Let he’=(J,, P,, R,). Then RI-P; and 
R, I P,. By the definition offg, R, I X. Now fg<f &e. So fg<,e and 
X- P,. So by the definition of he’, X l. R. It follows that (fe)(ge) = (fg)e. 
This established (N3). By duality, (N3)’ is also valid. 
Finally we establish (N4). So let e, f, gc E such that g <, e, f <, e, 
ge srfe. By (11 ), there exists e’ E E such that f < e’ 9 e. Then fe <, e’, 
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ge6, e’. Let gl = ge’. Then by (N2), g,e= (ge’)e= ge. Also by (N2) and 
(N3) 
gl = ge’ = (ge) e’ <, (fe) e’ = fe’ =f: 
This proves (N4). By duality, (N4)’ also holds. This completes the proof of 
the theorem. 
If ZE &, then let sL. = sz(n), Ez = E=(A) be as in (8) (9), (LO). We have 
LEMMA 2.8. Let Z,C’Ed. Wwe (J,, R P-h (J,, Q, Q-1, 
(J3,R,R-)~Ez, (Jl,f’,,Pp), (J,,Q,Q,h (J3,R1,R;)~E,,. Suppose 
(J,, P) A (J2, Q) = (J2, RI in &Z and (J1, P,) A (J2, Q) = (J3, RI) in Ed.. 
ThenRIR;andR-IR,. 
Proof: There exist BE .Z. B’ E .Z’ such that BE Q n R and 
B’zP-nR;. There exist C, E&’ such that B, B’ E ,?Y,. Then 
Q,R,P--,R;EC~. There exist XEB~P-, ~EB’~Q such that 
x-‘Cx=Z,= yp’C’y. So in Z,, 
x-‘Px I x-‘P-x= P- = y-‘P-y 1 y-‘P, y. 
Thus x-‘Px= y-‘P1 y. So in E=~,, 
(53, R) = (53, x -‘Rx) = (J1, x-‘Px) A (Jz, x-‘Qx) 
=(J,,x -‘Px) A (52, Q, 
= (J,, Y-‘PI Y) A (J,, Y-‘QY) 
= (J,, Y-‘RI Y). 
So R= y-‘R, y I y-‘R,y= R;. Similarly R- I RI. 
THEOREM 2.9. Suppose I is transitive, EE d and e = (J, , P, P- ), 
f= (52, Q, Q-)EE,. Then sand(e, f) # @ if and only if (J, , P) A 
(J2, Q) = (J3, R) exists in E=. In such Q case, 
sand(e,f)= {(J,, R,, R;)EE,,IC’EXZ, P-, Q~z’and 
(J,, RI)= (J1, PI) A (J,, Q) in sL., where P, EC’, P, I P-}. 
Proof By Theorem 2.7, E= E(A) is a biordered set. Suppose first that 
(JI, P) A (J,, Q)= (J,, R) exists in sZ. Let C’E& with P-, QEX’. Let PI 
be the opposite of P- in C’ and in st,, 
fJ,, PI) A (Jz, Q,= (J,, R,). (13) 
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Let RF denote the opposite of R, in C’. Let h = (J,, R, , R; ). Then h E fEe. 
Let g=(J,,X,X-)EfEe. Then J,<J,, J,<Jz, X-Q, X--P-. There 
exists C, E d with X, Q, X-, P- E C,. Let P, be the opposite of P- in C,, 
(J1, Pd * (J2, Q)=(J,, RI) in Ed,. Let RF denote the opposite of R, in 
C,. Then P--R;. Also (J4,X)<(J3, R2) and hence g<g’= 
(J,, RZ, R;). Then g’o fEe. Since E is a biordered set, we see by (N3) and 
(N3)’ that 
sf~,g's, eg Gr eg'. (14) 
LetSEpsuchthatS-Q,SIR;.SinceP-,R;EC,andP--R,,we 
see that B = P- n R; E Z,. Since S- Q, there exists Cz E d such that 
B, S, QEZ~. Then P-, R; E.Z~. Since B, QEZ,, there exists xcsBnQ 
such that x-‘C,x=C,. So in cZ2, 
(J,, x -‘p,x) A (J,, Q)= (J3, x-‘R,x). (15) 
Also in C,, x -‘RZx I x-‘R;x= R;. But SoZ2 and SI R;. So 
S=x-‘R,x. Since R; is the opposite of R, in .Z’, we see by Lemma 2.8 
and (13) and (15) that Sl R;. Similarly S-Q, SI R; implies 5’1 RF. 
It follows that g’f=(J2, R2, R;)Y h. By (14), gf<,h. Similarly eg<, h. 
Thus h E sand(e, f). For the same reasons g’ E sand(e, j). Since g 6 g’, we 
see that g E sand(e, f) if and only if g = g’. 
Assume conversely that sand(e, f) # 0. Let h = (J3, R, R-) E sand(e, f). 
Then R-Q and R-- P-. So there exists Z’ E d with R, Q, R-, P- E 2’. 
Let P,, Q; denote the respective opposites of P-, Q, in Z’. Then 
e’=(J,,P,,P-), f’=(J2,Q,Q;), hEEZr. Also there exists xeP-nQ 
such that x - ‘Cx = Z’. So x - i Px = P, . Since e 2 e’ and f 93 f ‘, we have 
sand(e, f) = sand(e’, f’). So we can assume without loss of generality that 
Z=C’. Then (J3, R)<(J,, P), (J,, Q) in Ed. Suppose (J4,X)~cZ and 
(J4, X) < (J1, P), (Jz, Q). Let X- be the opposite of X in -T, 
g = ( J4, X, X- ). Then g < e, g <f: Since h E sand(e, f ), g < h. Since h < e,S, 
we have g<h. Thus (J4,X)<(J3, R). Hence (J,, P)A (Jz,Q)=(J3,R). 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
If E(1) is a regular biordered set, then by Theorem 2.9, .q,(Iz) is a lower 
semilattice. Conversely, suppose that Ed is a lower semilattice. Then 
E=(A) E cO(il) is a lower semilattice for all C E d. Let e = (J1, P, P- ), 
f = (J2, Q, Qp ) E E(1). Then there exists ZE d such that P-, Q E 2. Let 
P,, Q; denote the respective opposites of P-, Q in Z. Then e’= 
(J1, P,, P-), f’=(J2, Q,Q;‘)EE,(A). By Theorem2.9, sand(e’,f’)#@. 
Since f af’ and e 2 e’, sand(e,f)= sand(e’,f’). Thus E(A) is a regular 
biordered set. We have shown: 
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THEOREM 2.10. E(1) is a regular biordered set if’ and only if W(A) 
(g co(A)) is a lower semilattice. 
We will say that A is regular if E(I) is a regular biordered set. 
COROLLARY 2.11. E(I) 2 E(S) for some finite semigroup S $ and only if 
E(A) is a finite regular biordered set. 
ProoJ Let E = E(A). If E is a finite regular biordered set, then we can 
take S to be ME. So assume conversely that E= E(S) for some linite 
semigroup S. Then E and hence ?& is finite. Let e = (Ji, P, P- ), 
f = (J,, Q, Q-) E E,. Let CE d with P-, QEZ. Let P,, Q; denote the 
respective opposites of P- and Q in Z. Then e, = (Ji, P,, P-), f. = 
(J,, Q, Q;) E E,. There exists i E Z + such that h = (fe)‘= (J, R, R-) E E. 
Choose C such that J is maximal possible. Now $3 = h = he. So R - Q and 
R- -Pp. So there exists FE& such that R, Q, R-, P- EC’. Let P,, Q; 
denote the respective opposites of P- and Q in .E’. Then R-P, and 
R--Q;. Let e,=(J,, P,, P-), f,=(J2,Q, Q;)cE,,. Then h<e,,f,. 
There exists j E Z + such that h’= (f,e,)‘EE. Let h’=(J’, R,, R;). Since 
h Q e,, fi, we have h 6 (fi e,)‘= h’. So 56 J’. By the maximality of J, 
J=J’. So h=h’. If h,EE,, with h,<e,,f,, then h,<(f,e,)j=h. So 
h=e, A fl in E,,. By Theorem 2.9, h E sand(e, , f, ). Since e A? e, and 
f W f,, we have sand(e, f) = sand(e,, f,). Thus sand(e, f) # @ for all 
e, f E E,,. By Theorem 2.9, e0 is a lower semilattice. By Theorem 2.10, E(A) 
is a regular biordered set. 
Remark 2.12. Theorems 2.7, 2.9, 2.10, and Corollary 2.11 are all valid 
in the more general context of a Tits building with a finite Weyl complex. 
Since our primary interest is in monoids, we will assume from this point 
on that 43 has a maximum element 1 and that A( 1) = r. 
THEOREM 2.13. (i ) If 3, :% -+ 2r is transitive, then there exists a monoid 
M(A) on G with idempotent set E(1) and type A. 
(ii) Let M be a monoid on G. Then the type map A = A(M) is transitive 
and E(1) 2 E(M). Moreover, there exists a unique surjective homomorphism 
8: M(A) + M extending the identity map on E(A) v G. 
Proof: (i) Let E= E(I). Then by Theorem 2.7, E is a biordered set. 
Clearly 1 = (1, G, G) is the identity element of E. If gE G, 
e=(.J, P, P-)EE, let eg=(J, g-‘Pg, g-‘P-g)EE. Then G acts on E as a 
group of automorphisms. By Theorem 2.2, there exists a universal idem- 
potent generated monoid A = A(I) having E as its idempotent set. Then 
clearly G acts on A as a group of automorphisms. Let M(l) denote the 
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semidirect product of A and G. Then M(A) consists of all formal products 
ga( g E G, a E A ) with multiplication 
(ga)(hb) = gha%. 
G is identified with G . 1 and A with 1 . A. It is clear that E = E(M(A)) and 
that M(A)= (E, G). Now let e=(.I, P, P-),f=(.J’, Q, Q-)EE such that 
e>f:ThenP-QandP--Q-.SoP,Q,P-,Q-EZforsomeZEd.It 
follows that Pn Q and P- n Q- are opposite parabolic subgroups. Let 
x E C&(e). Then 
(J, P, P-) = e = (x-‘ex)e = (J, xp’Px, x-‘PMx)e. 
So P - x- ’ Px and hence P = x - ‘Px. Since P is its own normalizer, x E P. 
Conversely if XE P, then 
e = (J, P, P-) 9 (J, P, x-‘P-x) = x-‘ex. 
So XE C;,(e). Thus C;,(e) = P. Similarly C;(f) = Q. So C,(e,f) = Pn Q. 
Similarly C’,(e,f) = P- n Q-. So C;,(e, f) and Cd(e,f) are opposite 
parabolic subgroups. Next let e, f~ E such that e W f: Let e = (J, P, P- ), 
f = (J, P, P’). Then P I P-, P I P’. So there exists XE P such that 
x- ‘P-x = P’. So X-‘ex = f: Similarly e 9 f implies that e, fare conjugate. 
(ii) Let E=E(M), 4!=@(M) and define @: E+E(A) as 
4(e) = (Cel, G-(e), Cl(e)). 
Let ([e], P, P-) E E(1). Then type(P) = A( [e]) = type(C’,(e)). So there 
exists XE G such that x-‘Px= C,(e). Then C,(e) I C’,(e) and 
C,(e) I x -‘P-x. So there exists y E C,(e) such that y-lx-‘P-xy = C’,(e). 
Let z = xy. Then d(zez-‘) = ([e], P, P-). It follows that Q is surjective. 
Next let e, f~ E such that f <,e. Then f’ = fe < e and f 2 f'. So there 
exists x E G such that xfx-’ =f’. Then fxf = ff 'x = f 'x = xf: Hence 
xECG(f). So C,(f)=xC',(f)x-'= C,(f'). So C,(e)nC,(f)=CL(e,f') 
is a parabolic subgroup of G. So d(f) <, 4(e). Similarly f <,e implies 
4(f)QW. 
Now let e, f E E such that 4(f) <, 4(e). Then [f ] < [e] and C&(e, f) is 
parabolic. There exists x E G such that x- ‘fx < e. So C;,(e, x- lfx) is 
parabolic. So there exist Bore1 subgroups B,, B, of G such that 
B, C_ C”(e,f) and B2 z Cb(e, x-'fx). There exists ye G such that 
y-‘B, y = B,. Then B, E C;,( y-‘ey) n C”( y-‘x-tfxy). Since C,(e) and 
c’,( y - ‘ey) are of the same type, C&(e) = C&( y - ‘ey). Since C;,(e) is its own 
normalizer, y E C,(e). Similarly xy E Cb( f ). So 
fW y-lx-'fxy<y-'ey We. 
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So f<, e. Similarly f<, e if and only if 4(f) <, d(e). In particular f < e if 
and only if d(f) < d(e) and Q is a bijection. 
Now let e, f E E such that f<, e. So &f) <, d(e). Since fe %S, 
4W) 52 i(f). So 
$(fe) = (Cfl, C&(f), CL(fe)). 
We need to show that b(fe) = d(f) b(e). Let REP such that R- C;,(e) 
and R i CL(f). Then ([f], R, CL(f)) E E(A). So there exists fi E E such 
that 4(fl) = (Cfl, R Ck(f)). Then i(f) 9 U,) and 4(J, I<, d(e). 
SO f-%‘f, and f,<<,e. Let h=f,eeE. Since f2’fi, h=fie2’fe. So 
f1B h yfe. Hence I(f,) ~8 d(h) 2 d(fe). Thus d(h) = (Cf 1, R, Cd(fe)). 
SO R I CL(fe). Assume conversely that R w C;,(e) and R 1 Cd(fe). 
Then ([f], R, C’,(fe))E E(1). So there exists fi E E such that 
d(fl) = (Cf I, R C!dfe)). Then 4(fe) 2 4(fi) < d(e). So fe 9 fi d e. Let 
h=f,J Then 
h’=f,ff,f =fifef,f =fifif =fif =h. 
So h E E. Clearly fi h = h, hf = h. Also, 
fh=sf,f =feflf =fef =f 
hf, =f,sfi =f,fef, =f,. 
ThusfYhaf,. So &h)=([f],R,C’,(f)). Hence RlC’,(f). It follows 
that d(fe) = b(f) 4(e). Similarly f dr e implies that qd(ef) = d(e) &f ). 
We have thus shown that E(A) z E is a biordered set. By Theorem 2.7, 1 
is transitive. We now identify E and E(1). Let A be the universal idem- 
potent generated semigroup having E as the biordered set of idempotents. 
Then the identity map I: E + E extends to homomorphism t?: A + M. If 
e E E, g E G, then clearly eg = g-leg in M. So 0 extends to 6: M(A) + M. 
Clearly &M(A)) = G(E) = (E, G) = M. This completes the proof of the 
theorem. 
Let M be a monoid on G of type A. So E(M) E E(A) by Theorem 2.13. If 
JE %, then (J, P,, P; ) E E(I). Let e, denote the corresponding element in 
E(M). Let 
A=A(M)= {e,lJEf%}. (16) 
We call A = (A, d ) a %-cross-section of M. It is the analogue of cross- 
section lattices, introduced by the author [22,23,26] in the theory .of linear 
algebraic monoids. 
COROLLARY 2.14. Let M be a monoid on G, 42 =42(M), A = A(M). 
Then 
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(i) For all JE%!, JnA = {e,}. 
(ii) Zf J, J’ E 42, then J> J’ if and only if e, 2 e,. . In particular 
(9, <)z(A, 6). 
(iii) Zf l2 is a (linear) chain in (E, < ), then there exists x E G such that 
X -‘QXGA. 
Proof. (i) is clear from the definition of /1. Let J, J’ E a. If e, > e,,, then 
by Theorem 2.13, J2 J’. Next suppose J 3 J’. Now B, s P, n P,, and 
B,sP;nP,.SoP,- P,, and P; - P; . By Theorem 2.13, e, > e,,. This 
proves (ii). 
We now prove (iii). If e E Sz, let e CI (J,, P,, P; ). If e, f E 52, then either 
e>f or f>e. So P,- PJ and P; - PT. Thus P,(e E Q) are pairwise 
incident. By [43, Lemma 3.161, PO= necR P,E~. Similarly PC = 
n PeR Pi E 8. Then P,, PO E Z for some C E d. So P, I P;. There exists 
XEG such that x~‘B,xcP, and x-‘B;xcP;. Then xQx-‘cn. 
COROLLARY 2.15. Let M be a monoid on G, E = E(M), e, f, , f2 E E, 
fi - f2. Zf either e>, f,, fi or e 6 fi, f2, then there exists XE Co(e) such that 
x--lf,x= fi. 
Proof: By Corollary 2.14, there exist x, y E G such that x- ’ {e, fi } x c 
A, y-‘(e, f2} y E A. Then x-‘ex, y-‘eyE A. So x-‘ex= y-‘ey. Thus 
z=xy -‘EC,(~). Also xplfix, y-tf,yEA, x-‘f,x-f,-f,-y-‘f,y. So 
x-‘f,x= y-‘fiy. Thus z-‘fiz=fi. 
Now suppose 1 is regular. Thus E= E(i) is a regular biordered set with 
identity element 1 = (1, G, G). Also EO = E, g co(I) is a semilattice. By 
Theorem 2.1, ME is a fundamental regular monoid having idempotent set 
E. The identity map r: E + E extends to a homomorphism 4: M(1) + ME. 
Let M-(l)=Gu#(M\G) with gu=$(g)u, ug=ud(g) for gEG, 
u E d(M\G). Then M- (1) is a regular monoid on G of type 1 and is almost 
fundamental. Now let A4 be a regular monoid on G of type 1. Then the 
natural homomorphism from M into ME obviously factors through M-(n). 
Let e, f E EO, h = e A f: By Theorem 2.9, h E sand(e, f ). But h < e, h <1: 
Since M is regular, h = h(ef )h = eJ Let M*(l) denote the monoid obtained 
from M(1) by factoring out the relations 
ef=eAf forall e,fEEO. (17) 
Thus the natural homomorphism from M(A) onto M factors through 
M*(l). We claim that M*(n) is regular. Let e, f E E. Then there exists 
~~E,e,,f,~E,suchthate~e,andfWf,.By(17),h=e,f,=f,e,~ 
EZ. So 
efhef =eff,ee,ef =efle,f =ee,f,f =ef: 
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Thus ef is regular. It follows that the product of two regular elements of 
M*(l) is again regular. Since M*(A) is generated by E and G, we see that 
M*(A) is regular. We have shown: 
THEOREM 2.16. Suppose A.: 4! -+ 2r is regular. Then M*(i) and M-(l) 
are regular monoids on G of typed and M-(l) is almost fundamental. If M is 
any regular monoid on G of type 1, then there exist unique surjective 
homomorphisms ~1: M*(l) -+ M, /?: M + M-(l) extending the identity map 
on Gu E(A). 
COROLLARY 2.17. Let M be a regular monoid on G, E = E(M). Then 
(i) ifz~&‘,e,f~E~, thenef=fe=er\f: 
(ii) Zf e,fEE, then there exist e,,e,,f,,f,EE such that eWe,, 
e~e2,f~fl,f~f2+ eIfi=f,el, ande2f2=fze2. 
Remark 2.18. By Corollary 2.17, regular monoids on G are strongly 
V-regular in the sense of Nambooripad and Pastijn [ 193. 
3. REGULAR SPLIT MONOIDS 
Within the class of all regular monoids on G of a given type, we are 
going to identify a certain natural subclass of monoids and classify them. 
Let M be a monoid on G, e E E(M). We define 
G:= {xEGIxe=e) dCG(e) 
GL= {xEGjex=e}aC’,(e) 
G,= {xEGIex=xe=e) aC,(e). 
We define the monoid M to be split if any one of the following equivalent 
conditions holds. 
LEMMA 3.1. The following conditions are equivalent on a monoid M 
on G: 
(i ) For all e, f E E(M), e Y f implies f E Gie and e 9 f implies 
fEeG;. 
(ii) For all e E E(M), C;,(e) = G;C,(e) and C&(e) = G:C,(e). 
(iii) R,(C’,(e)) c G: and R,(C’,(e)) E Gf, for all e E E(M). 
Proof: (i)* (ii). Let x l C,(e). Then exex-’ = xex-‘. Since 
X -‘E Cg(e), xex-‘e=xx-‘e=e. So eaxex-‘. Thus there exists LEG: 
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such that xex- ’ = ey. Then since ye = e, yxex- ly ~ ’ = e. So yx E C,(e) and 
x E C,(e) G:. Thus C;(e) = C,(e) G:. Similarly C’,(e) = C,(e) GL. 
(ii) => (iii). This follows since G: 4 C?,(e) and Gf, Q C’,(e). 
(iii) Z- (i). Let e, ff~ E(M), e g$ Then f= X-‘ex for some x E G. So 
XE C,(e) = C,(e) R,(C’,(e)) E C,(e) G:. So x = yz for some y E C,(e) and 
ZEG:. Then ez=z-‘y-‘eyz=x-’ ex = J Similarly e P’ f implies f E Gie. 
The examples of monoids on G given in Section 1 are all split. Moreover 
we have, by the following result, that every regular monoid on G admits a 
surjective idempotent separating homomorphism onto a regular split 
monoid on G. 
THEOREM 3.2. If I is a regular type map, then M-(l) is a regular split 
monoid on G. 
Proof. Let M = M-(A), E = E(M) = E(A). Then M is almost fundamen- 
tal. Let eE E, e# 1. Let e= (.I, P, P-), L= Pn P-, U=R,(P), 
U- = R,(P-). We need to show that Ue= {e} =eU-. Let UE U, 
f=(J’,Q,Q-)EE, ea:J: Then J>J’ and PnQ, P-nQ- are opposite 
parabolic subgroups. There exist opposite Bore1 subgroups B, B- such that 
BcPnQandB-sP-nQ-.Now 
u-l@= (.I’, Q, U-IQ-U) 
up’% = (J’, Q, Q,) 
for some Qr EP with Q I Qr. Also 
B, = projp- projp(uPIB-u) c Q,. (18) 
Since proj.( B- ) is a Bore1 subgroup of G contained in P, we have, 
u~U=R,(P)sproj,(B-)sP. 
Therefore, 
proj,(u-‘B-u) = u-l proj.(B-)u = proj.(B-). (19) 
By [43, Theorem3.281, proj.- proj.(B-)=B-. By (18) and (19), 
B- = B, & Q,. Hence Q- = Ql and u-‘&e=f. So 
fue=uf=(ue)f forallfEE withf<e. (20) 
Let H denote the group of units of eMe. Since ue = eue, ue E H. By (20) 
ueE C,(E(eMe)). Since M\G is fundamental, ue = e. Hence Ue = {e). 
Similarly eU- = {e}. This complete the proof of the theorem. 
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THEOREM 3.3. Let M he a regular split monoid G, E = E(M), @ = e(M). 
Then 
(i) M is unit regular, i.e., M = EG = GAG. 
(ii) For all eE E, eC,(e) is the group of units of eMe. 
(iii) If a, b E M, then a 2 b if and only if b E GaG. Moreover, % is 
isomorphic to the partially ordered set of all $-classes of M. 
(iv) Ife,fEE, theneffifandonlyifeNf: 
(v) rfa, bEM, then aB?b ifand only ifbEaG. 
(vi) Ifa,bEM, thenadiPb$andonlytfbEGa. 
Proof (i) Let e, f E E. By Corollary 2.17, there exist e, , fi E E such 
thate~ee,,fWf,,h=e,f,=f,e,EE.SinceMissplit,thereexistx,yEG 
such that e = xe, and f = f, y. Then ef = xhy E EG. Thus (E) E EG. So 
M= (E, G)= (E)G=EG. By Corollary2.14, EG=GAG. 
(ii) Let e E E, a EM such that a g e. By (i), a = fx for some f l E, 
x E G. Then e W f: Since M is split, there exists y E G such that f = ey. Then 
a = eyx. Since a X e, eyx = eyxe. So yx E CL(e) = G:&(e). Hence 
a = eyx E eC,(e). 
(iii and iv) First let, e, f E E such that f E GeG. Then there exist 
x,y~G such that xey=J: So e-xex-‘92f. Hence e-f. If aEM, let 
[a] = E(GaG) E%. Now let a, b EM. Since M is split, we see by (i) and 
Corollary 2.17 that there exist e, f E E such that aE Ge, bE fG, 
h =ef = fee E. Then abE GhG. So [ab] = [h]. Clearly [h] < [e] = [a] 
and [h J < [f ] = [b], Thus [ab] d [a], [b]. It follows that if a, b E M with 
b E MaM, then [b] < [a]. Conversely if [b] 6 [a], then there exist f E [b], 
e E [a] such that f < e. So MbM = MfMc MeM = MaM. Thus % is 
isomorphic to the partially ordered set of all f-classes of M. In particular 
if e, f E E, e J@ f, then [e] = [f ] and hence e N f: 
(v) and (vi) these clearly follow from (i), since M is split. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let M be a regular monoid on G, E = E(M). Then M is 
split tf and only tf eC,(e) is the group of units of eMe for all e E E. 
Proof Suppose eCJe) is the group of units of eMe for all eE E. Then 
for all e E E, eCL(e) = eC,(e). Hence C&(e) = GLC,(e). Similarly 
C;,(e) = G:C,(e). 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let M be a regular split monoid on G, E = E(M). Then 
(i) Foralle,f~Ewithe2f,fC,(f)=fCa(e,f). 
(ii) For all e E E, eMe is unit regular. 
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Proof (i) By Corollary 2.14, we can assume that e, f~ .A. So 
e=e,+-+(I,P,,P;),f=e,ct(J,P,, P;)for someZ, .ZE%. So C,(e)=L,, 
C,(f) = L,. By [4, Sect. 2.61 we have 
L,= (L,n L,, U,n L,, u; n L,). 
If aE U,nLJ, then since U,EG:, ae=e. Since eaf, af =f: Sofa=af =j 
Similarly a E UT n Lj implies fa = af = f: Thus 
fC,(f)=fL,=f(L,nL,)=fC,(e,f). 
(ii) Let a E eMe. By Theorem 3.3, there exists x E G such that axa = a. 
Let f, = axe, fi = exa. Then ax, xa, f,, fi E E and in M, 
f,%?ax-xayf,. 
Thus fi m fi in A4 and f, , f2 < e. By Corollary 2.15, there exists u E C,(e) 
such that u-‘f,u = f2. Then 
Hence au - ’ 2 f,. By Theorem 3.3, au-’ E fi C,(f,). Since f, Ge, we see by 
(i) that au-’ EflC,(e, fi). So aEf,CJe)=f,(eC&e)). Thus eMe is unit 
regular. 
COROLLARY 3.6. Let M be a regular monoid on G. Then there exists 
n E Z + such that for all a E M, an lies in a subgroup of M. 
Proof By Theorems 2.16 and 3.2, we are reduced to the case when M is 
split. For i E Z +, there exist ei, fi E E = E(M) such that ei W a’ 55’ fi, For 
j > i, ej 6, ei and hence the parabolic subgroups C”(e,), Cb(ej) are incident. 
Thus the parabolic subgroups C&(e,)(ie Z’) are pairwise incident. By [43, 
Lemma 3.161, there exists a Bore1 subgroup Z3 such that B c C,(e,) for 
all ieZ+. Hence the set { C’&(e,) 1 ic Z + } is finite. Similarly the set 
{c’,(fi) I iez+l is finite. So there exist i, k E Z+, 2i< k, such that 
C;,(e,) = C’,(r,) and CL(h) = Ck( fk). Let j = k - i. Then i d j < k. Since I is 
transitive, we see by (2) that C,(ej)z C,(e,) C;,(e,)= C,(e,). By 
Corollary 2.17 and Theorem 3.3, there exist e, f E E, x, y E G such that 
a’=xf, aj=ey, and h=ef=fecE. So ak=xhy. Hence xhx-‘5!!akWek. 
Similarly y-‘hy Y fk. So 
Cb(h) = cG(x-‘ekx) = X-‘C;,(e,)X 
C’,(h)=C’,(yfky~‘)=yCd(fk)y-‘. 
Now e W a’9 ei. So C&(e) = C&(e,) E C&(e,). Since e < h, C’&(e) N C’,(h) = 
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x-‘Cg(e,)x. It follows that C;,(e,) = xP’CG(e,)x. Hence x E CG(e,). Thus 
h W X-‘ekx 9 ek 3 ak. Alsof Y ui 9 L. So C&(f) = Cd(f.) = Ck(fk). Since 
f< h, C’,(f) - C&(h) = yCL(fk) yp ‘. Hence CL(fk) = yCL(fk) yP ‘. So 
y E cd(fk). Thus h 9 yfk y - ’ 2 fk 2’ ak. Hence ak A? h E E. Clearly we can 
choose k 6 2p where p = 2’lrl + 1. This completes the proof. 
Now fix a regular map 2: % + 2? Let E = E(1), 9’ = @\ { 1 }. Let A be as 
in (16). By Theorem 2.16, M*(A) is the universal regular monoid on G of 
type 2. Also by Theorem 3.2, M-(d) is split. Thus the universal regular 
split monoid M+(A) on G of type 1 is obtained from M*(1) by factoring 
out the relations 
U,e,=e,U; = {e,}, JE %!. (21) 
Let 
V,= (xEGIe,.x=xe,=e,inM+(1)}, JE%. (22) 
Then VJ 4 L, and for any J’ E @ with J’ > J, 
UJf n L, E VJ, u,; n L,c v,. (23) 
Conjecture 3.7. If JE%, then VJ is the normal subgroup of. L, 
generated by U,. n L,, U,; n L, (J’ E %‘, J’ 2 J). 
Now let M be a regular split monoid on G of type 1. For JE %“, let 
K,=K,(M)= {aEGIaeJ=eJa=e,inM). 
Then V, c KJ 4 L, and for all J, J’ E %!I, 
J > J’ implies K, s KJ,. 
Let 
X=X(M)= ((J, K,)lJ&P’}. 
THEOREM 3.8. (i) For any regular split monoid M on G of type A, there 
exist unique surjective homomorphisms, a: M+(1) + M, /l: M -+ M-(A), 
extending the identity map on E v G. 
(ii) Let M, M’ be regular split monoids on G of type II. If 
K,(M) c K,(M’) for all JE%!‘, then there exists a unique surjkctive 
homomorphism y : M + M’, extending the identity map on G v E. In 
particular if X(M) = X(M’), then ME M’. 
(iii) For each JE a’, let KJ 4 LJ such that VJ E K,. Suppose that for 
all J, J’ E 4Y, J > J’ implies KJ s KJv. Let X = { (J, KJ) ( JE W }. Then there 
exists a regular split monoid M on G of type 1 such that X(M) = X. 
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Proof. Part(i) is clear. We now prove (ii). Let a: M+(1)+M, a’: 
M+(I) + M’ be as in (i). Let a, b E M+(I)\G such that a(u) = a(b). It suf- 
fices to show that a’(u) = a’(b). By Theorem 3.3, there exist x, y, x’, y’ E G, 
JE%! such that a=xe,y, b=x’e,y’. Let U=X-lx’, u=y’y-‘. Then 
a(ue,u) = a(eJ). So ue, g ueJu X e,. So u E C,(e,) = P,. Similarly u E P;. 
Now u=ulu2, u=u1u2 where u~,u,EL~, u2~UJ, u,EU;. By (21), 
ueJu=ulule,. Hence ulul E K,(M) E K,(M’). Thus a’(uIuleJ) = a’(eJ). 
Hence a’(ueJu) = a’(e,) and a’(u) = a’(b). 
We now prove (iii). By Theorem 3.3, M+(A) is the disjoint union of 
Ge,G (JE %). We now define an equivalence relation E on M. On G, z is 
the equality. If JE 4’, we define E on Ge,G as follows. Let a = xe,y, 
b = x’eJ y’ E Ge,G. Then we define a = b if 
x-‘X’EP,, y’y-GP;, x-‘x’y’y-’ E U,K,U;. 
Note that then X-‘x’e,y’y-’ Xe, and hence a% b. Also x-~x’=x,x~, 
y’y-’ = Y,Y, for SOme x2, y2e L,, x1 E UJ, y, E U;. So x2 y2 E KJ. Since 
K,a LJ, x;‘y;’ E KJ. So 
(x’)-‘xy(y’)-’ =x;‘x~‘y;‘y,’ 
=(~;‘x~~x~)(x;~y;‘)(y~y~‘y;‘)~ U,K,U,-. 
Thus b - a. We now show that E is well defined. Suppose x, y E G such 
that xe,y=e,. Then x~C;~(e,)= P,, y~C’,(e,)= P;, x=x1x2, y= yzy, 
for some xl,yl~L,, x,EU,, y,~Ui. By (21), x,y,e,=e,. Hence 
xl y, E VJ% KJ. So xe,y = e,. Thus E is well defined. Next we show that 
= is an equivalence relation. So let ui = x,e,y,E Ge,G, i= 1,2, 3, such that 
u,=u,=u,. Then 
x;‘x3 = (x;‘x2)(x;lx3) E P,, Y3Yl ~1=(Y3Y;1)(Y2Y11)EpJ. 
Now x~1x2=u1u1, x;lx3=u2u2, y,y;’ =u3u3, y,y;‘=u,u, for some 
Ul, u2, u3, U,EL,, Ul, U2E u.0 ~3, u4 E U,. Then u1u4, ~2~3 E KJ. Since 
KJ -a L.,, 
Hence 
x;‘x3 y, y;’ = ul”lu2u2u3u3v4u4 
= (~,v~~;‘)(~,~,0~~;‘~;L) ~,~~~~~~(~,‘~;‘v,~,~,) 
x (uq1u4u4)~ U,K,U,-. 
Thus a E c and E is an equivalence relation on M. It is also clear that 
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a z b implies ax E bx, xa = xb for all x E G. Now let a, 6, c E M+(A)\G such 
that a E b. Then by Corollary 2.17, there exist e, f~ E, x, z E G such that 
a=xe, c=fz, h=ef=feeE. Now a%b. So b=ye for some LEG. Since 
h < e, we see by Corollary 2.4 that u-‘{e, h} u s A for some u E G. Let 
u-’ eu=e,, u - ‘hu = e,.. Then J> J’. Since a = 6, au 3 bu. So xueJ = yue,. 
Hence uP1y-‘xue,=e,. Since J> J’, K,s KJs. So by [4, Sect. 2.61 and 
(23), 
z.-‘~-~xuE UJKJ=(U,n U,.)(U,n L,,) KJ 
c U,, VJ, KJ 
c U,pK,.. 
Hence u-‘y-‘xueJz z e,,. Thus y - ‘xh 3 h. So xh E yh. Therefore, 
ac = xefz = xhz = yhz = yefz = bc. 
Similarly C(I 3 cb. Hence E is a congruence on M+(n). Now let JE W, 
x E L,. Then xe, = e, if and only if x E KJ. Thus if A4 = M’(A)/=, then A4 
is a regular split monoid on G of type 1 and X(M) = X. 
Remark 3.9. (i) Since M-(A) is almost fundamental, we see that for 
all JEW, 
Y,= KJ(M-(A))= n x-‘(L,,n L,)x, 
XSL, 
J>J’ 
(ii) Thus for any regular split monoid on G of type 1, 
V,s K,(M)c Y, for all JEW. 
EXAMPLE 3.10. Let F be a field, M = .&(F), G = GL(2, F), T the group 
of diagonal matrices in G, Is=I(M). Then %= { l,e, 0}, M-(L) =M/F*, 
P-,=(1], Y,=T, V,=SL(2,F), Y,=G. 
4. GENERALIZED RENNER DECOMPOSITION 
Renner [36] obtained a very pleasing generalization of the classical 
Bruhat decomposition for algebraic groups to algebraic monoids. In special 
cases, an earlier attempt was made by Grigor’ev [IO]. In Rennet+ 
decomposition, the Weyl group is replaced by a finite fundamental 
inverse monoid. The purpose of this section is to generalize Renner’s 
decomposition to regular split monoids on G. So let M be a regular split 
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monoid on G, E = E(M), E, = E,. Then N normalizes E,, and ef = fe for 
all e, f E Eo. Hence 
R=<N,E,) 
is a unit regular monoid with group of units N. Let n E N, e E E, such that 
ne E E(R). Then ene = e. Then e( nen - ’ ) = en - ‘ae. Since e, nen - ’ commute, 
e=nen-‘. Hence ne = e. Thus E(R) = E. and R is an inverse monoid. Let 
eE E,,, BE 2, be a Bore1 subgroup. Then C&(e) and C’,(e) are opposite 
parabolic subgroups with Levi factor L = C,(e). Also R,(C;,(e)) c G: and 
R,(CL(e)) c CL. Now B = T&(B) and R,(B) is a product (in any order) of 
the root subgroups (see [4]) contained in it. Also any roots subgroup is 
contained in G;, GL or L. Thus 
R,(B) G GL[L n R,(B)] G:. 
It follows that 
eBe = eCB(e) for all Bore1 subgroups B E C,, e E E,. (24) 
Also L admits a BN-pair with respect to C,(e) = B,n L and 
N n L = C,(e). Since G, ~3 L, we have by [2, Chap IV] 
N,,(e)=Nn(LnB,)G,aNnL. (25) 
Since L n B is a Bore1 subgroup of L for all BE Z’,, we have by (25) 
No(e) = N n (L n B) G, for all Be2YO. (26) 
Also, since G, u L, eC,(e)z L/G, has a BN-pair with respect to 
eC,,,(e)=eB,e and eC,(e). So by (24) and the Bruhat decomposition for 
G(e), 
eB,eB,e n eCN,(e) c eB,e for all B,, B, E C,. 
Let e, e’ E E,, x, y E N. Then we define 
ex - e’y if e = e’, XY-’ EC,(e), w - ’ E eB,e. 
(27) 
If z E N, ez = e, then z E G,. Hence - is well defined. By (24), = is an 
equivalence relation on R. Also, 
ex=ey if and only if xy - I E N,(e). (28) 
Hence for a, b E R, a = b implies au = bu, u ~ ‘au 3 u ~ ’ bu for all u E N. Thus 
we also have ua = ub. Now let e, h E Eo, x, y E N, such that e > h, ex = ey. 
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Then xy-’ ENJe). By (26), xy-‘EPG, for all PEZ,. Now 
G, E G, c C,(h). Hence xy -’ E C;;(h) n CL(h) = C,(h). So 
hxy - ’ = hexy - ‘h c heB, eh = hBo h. 
Thus hx z hy. Let f’~ &, . Then fe < e and hence fex E fey. Thus for a, b tz R, 
a - b implies fa = fb for all f .5E0. (29) 
Let e, f fE,, x, y~Nsuch that exsey. Let h, =exfx-‘, h,=eyfy-‘. Then 
h, <e. So by (29), xy-’ E C,(h,). So 
hl = yxp’h,xy-’ = yx-lexfx-‘xy-’ = yx-‘exfy-‘. 
So hi yfy-‘=A,. Hence h,<-<h2. Similarly h,dhr. So h,=h,. Thus by 
(291, 
exf=ex$x-‘x=eyfy-‘x=h,xEh,y=eyf: 
It follows that z is a congruence on R. Also, if ex E ey, then by (24), 
B,exB, = B,exy-‘yB, = BOeB,eyB, = B,,eyB,. 
Conversely assume u, D E R such that B,uB, = BOuB,. Now u = ex, u = e’y 
for some e, e’ E E,,, x, YE N. Then e’y = b, exb, for some b, , b2 E 8,. So by 
(24~~ 
ee’ E eBeG = eG. 
Hence ee’ W e. Since EO is commutative, ee’ = e. So e < e’. Similarly e’ <e 
and e =e’. So u = x(x-‘ex), v = y( y -‘ey). Thus by the dual of the above 
argument, X-‘ex = y-‘ey. Hence xy-’ E C,(e). Therefore 
exy-’ = eb;‘eyb;‘y-‘e E (eBOe)(eyBO y-‘e). 
So by (27), exy-’ E eBOe. Hence u = u. Thus, 
for all u, u E R, u = u if and only if B,uB,, = BO vB,. (30) 
Now let 
Then R is a unit regular inverse monoid with idempotent set E, and group 
of units W. If E, is finite, then R is also finite. 
THEOREM 4.1. A4 is the adjoint union of B,uB, (u E ii). 
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ProoJ By (30), it suffices to show that M= B,R&. By Theorem 3.3, 
M = GE,G. Let a E M. Then a = xey for some x, y E G, e E E,,. Since 
C’,(e) E.ZO, we see, by the Bruhat decomposition for G, that 
C’,(e) NB, = G. So ye CL(e) aB, for some a EN. Since M is split, 
eCl,(e) = eC,(e). So with f= a-lea, 
a = xey E GeC,( e) aB, = GeaB, = GfB,. 
So xey = x’fb for some x’ E G, b E BO. Since Cb(f) E Z,, there exists /3 E N 
such that x’ E B,J?C;;( f ). So 
a = xcfb E BJc’c(f )fBO = B&df) fBO. 
;i; $&p(f)> C,(f) are Bore1 subgroups of C,(f ). So for some 
N 9 
a = x’fb E BdCD-lB,,p(f) yC,(f )fBO 
G BoPB-‘B&~CB,(~) B, 
= B&fBs, 
c B,RB,. 
Thus aE BoRB,. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. Let Sz be a semilattice with an identity element 1. Then 
M = G x Sz is an inverse, split monoid on G. Clearly R = Wx 52. is not 
fundamental. 
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